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The ﬁeld of cognitive neuroscience was transformed by the discovery that
exercise induces neurogenesis in the adult brain, with the potential to improve
brain health and stave off the effects of neurodegenerative disease. However,
the basic mechanisms underlying exercise–brain connections are not well
understood. We use an evolutionary neuroscience approach to develop the
adaptive capacity model (ACM), detailing how and why physical activity
improves brain function based on an energy-minimizing strategy. Building
on studies showing a combined beneﬁt of exercise and cognitive challenge
to enhance neuroplasticity, our ACM addresses two fundamental questions: (i)
what are the proximate and ultimate mechanisms underlying age-related brain
atrophy, and (ii) how do lifestyle changes inﬂuence the trajectory of healthy and
pathological aging?
Over the past decade numerous studies have shown a beneﬁcial effect of aerobic exercise on
cognition across the lifespan, with particularly important implications for the aging brain [1–4].
These positive exercise-induced brain changes have been associated with cognitive beneﬁts
supporting exercise as a promising lifestyle intervention, offering potential therapeutic possibilities for both healthy aging and for individuals suffering from neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s disease [5–7]. However, despite growing interest in the use of physical activity as
a therapeutic intervention, the basic mechanisms underlying exercise–brain connections are
not well understood, and studies reveal a high degree of variation in the effects of exercise on
the brain. One key limiting factor is that we lack a theoretical explanatory model describing the
interactions between exercise, cognition, and the brain, leaving researchers without clearly
deﬁned predictions or explanations for the variation across studies (Box 1). Understanding the
source of the observed individual differences in response to exercise is particularly important for
generating interventions that provide more consistent and universally effective outcomes
across the lifespan.
Here, we use an evolutionary neuroscience perspective to propose a new model detailing how
and why physical activity inﬂuences human brain function. We suggest that exercise is linked to
cognition because our evolutionary history included a shift to cognitively demanding foraging
patterns that required combining elements of motor control, memory, spatial navigation, and
executive functions with high levels of aerobic physical activity. Integrating concepts in evolutionary medicine with those from clinical and cognitive neuroscience, we propose a new ACM
to explain how and why exercise protects the brain across the lifespan, leading to enhanced
cognitive functions and the potential for successful cognitive aging. The ACM suggests that our
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Trends
Recent work has shown that exercise
can signiﬁcantly improve brain structure and function in adults, especially
during aging.
We currently lack a comprehensive
theoretical model to explain why exercise can lead to improved brain
function.
Taking an evolutionary neuroscience
approach suggests that physiological
systems, including the brain, respond
to activity-related stress by expanding
capacity, and that reductions in capacity represent an energy-minimizing
strategy in response to inactivity.
From an evolutionary neuroscience
perspective, physical activity stresses
brain function because of the cognitively demanding foraging context in
which our ancestors engaged in aerobic physical activity.
The ACM links evolutionary theory with
cognitive neuroscience to show that
cognitively demanding exercise is beneﬁcial to brain structure and function,
and that we can take advantage of this
adaptation to help prevent declines
due to aging and to developing neurological disease.
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Box 1. Existing Models of Lifestyle and Brain Aging: Reserve, Scaffolding, and Maintenance
Several models have emerged over the past two decades suggesting that differences in activities across the lifespan,
including exercise participation, can help to explain individual differences in cognitive outcomes observed during aging
and in the context of brain injury and neurodegenerative disease [105–110]. Reserve, neurocognitive scaffolding, and
brain maintenance models generally suggest that a range of early and lifelong activities such as level of educational
attainment, social engagement, and exercise can help to build or maintain brain tissue or network ﬂexibility that can
either delay or compensate for structural brain changes that occur during aging or in response to developing disease
pathology. While these models have proven extremely popular and valuable in addressing how individuals might differ in
trajectories of cognitive decline, they do have some limitations in their application. For example, existing models do not
explain why a speciﬁc type of behavior should lead to a lifelong build-up of brain or neurocognitive reserve against
developing pathology, reducing our ability to design interventions that speciﬁcally leverage their mechanistic origins to
amplify or more consistently generate beneﬁts. In addition, existing models do not explicitly and consistently predict how
particular behaviors will impact speciﬁc regional brain structures or networks.
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Thus, despite their utility in explaining some of the variance in cognitive outcomes during aging, the limitations of existing
models, with partially complementary and also overlapping generalized constructs, leaves us without a clear and
speciﬁc direction for designing new studies and making precise public health recommendations. The ACM is built on an
evolutionary neuroscience approach to brain health that establishes a theoretical context for why one type of behavior –
exercise – is especially beneﬁcial to brain aging and cognition, and further generates explicit predictions for how this type
of behavior impacts the brain across the lifespan, providing a clear direction for intervention research based on
behaviorally linked neuroplasticity. While we focus here on exercise, we expect that applying such an evolutionary
neuroscience framework to other types of behaviors (e.g., educational attainment, social activity) that have been
associated with altering the course of cognitive and brain aging has the potential to advance our understanding of the
underlying proximate and ultimate mechanisms associated with other sources of individual differences observed during
aging.

evolutionary history as cognitively engaged ‘endurance athletes’ during foraging led to
enhanced neural responses to exercise. In addition, when faced with chronic inactivity over
the lifespan, as is common in modern industrialized societies, our brains adaptively reduce
capacity as part of an energy-saving strategy, leading to age-related brain atrophy. By detailing
speciﬁc cognitive domains that are linked to physically active search and decision-making (e.g.,
those required during foraging in natural settings), the ACM provides a blueprint for a novel
research pathway that capitalizes on our evolved neurophysiology to enhance brain function
across the lifespan. In addition, the ACM may help us understand why previous exercise, as
well as cognitive training interventions, have highly variable results – because differences
among studies in controlling for cognitive demands, types of cognitive tasks, and the intensity
and timing of concurrent physical activity could inﬂuence observed outcomes. A theoretical
model such as the ACM provides an important framework to support the development and
evaluation of targeted brain-based interventions that use exercise combined with cognitive
stimulation to generate more consistently beneﬁcial outcomes in the context of healthy and
pathological aging.

The ACM
The foundation for the ACM is the wealth of data demonstrating that aerobic exercise can
induce neuroplasticity in both non-human animal models and humans. In general, results from
rodent studies have focused on the neuroplastic response to aerobic activity in the hippocampus. These highly controlled experiments are consistent, reliable, and show that aerobic
exercise leads to the formation of new neurons (neurogenesis) within this brain structure,
which has been associated with improved performance on cognitive tasks [1,8–12]. Exercise
appears to trigger hippocampal neurogenesis primarily through the upregulation of neurotrophins and growth factors, with brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) playing a key role
[2,10–15]. In addition, angiogenesis and enhanced cerebral perfusion may play an important
role in exercise-induced structural brain beneﬁts [10]. Studies in humans support both the
effects of exercise on the brain and the hypothesized perfusion and BDNF-based molecular
mechanisms; however, there is more variation across human studies. For example, while
cross-sectional and intervention studies suggest that aerobic ﬁtness and exercise participation
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lead to improved memory and executive function, as well as enhanced brain structure [16–22],
a recent meta-analysis highlights a high degree of variation across studies [23]. We suggest that
an evolutionary neuroscience approach can help us understand why results differ among
human studies and can lead to more consistent outcomes from future work.
An Evolutionary Neuroscience Approach to Brain Health
The emerging ﬁeld of evolutionary medicine has recently pioneered the use of evolutionary
theory to explore the effects of lifestyle on health and well-being [24–27]. Researchers have
suggested that human evolutionary history may be responsible for both the physiological
beneﬁts of a highly active lifestyle and the dangers of more sedentary living [24–26,28–31].
Beginning around two million years ago, human ancestors transitioned from a relatively
sedentary ape-like existence to a hunting and gathering lifestyle which required an increased
amount of physical activity compared to earlier hominins [25,26,28,30,32–39]. Human physiology evolved within the context of high levels of daily aerobic activity, and it is likely that our
reliance on exercise for health maintenance is a legacy of our evolutionary past.
The links between health and physical activity rely on the ability of our physiological systems to
adapt to stimuli. Much work has shown that physiological systems evolved to meet changes in
demands with changes in capacity, and these alterations in capacity are constrained by energy
costs [25,26,40]. In this case, capacity refers to the ability of physiological systems to perform
required tasks, and which can determine the health of speciﬁc organ systems and the ability to
function in everyday activities [41]. Physiological capacity reductions in response to lack of
stimuli are adaptive because they reduce metabolic requirements (e.g., basal metabolism),
freeing up energy for other aspects of biology that improve reproductive success [26]. This
interaction between energy availability and reproduction is well documented in humans, and
severe energy stress (e.g., extreme caloric restriction or high workloads) can lead to disruption
of reproduction, which is returned when energy availability increases [42].
Human physiology seems to be speciﬁcally adapted to respond to the aerobic exerciseinduced stresses required by a hunting and gathering lifestyle, and, when faced with a
less-active lifestyle common to many industrialized societies today, organ systems undergo
a reduction in capacity, often predisposing us to chronic disease [26]. Based on analyses of
modern human hunting and gathering populations [39,43], it is likely that foraging occurs at
moderate aerobic intensities (40–85% of maximum aerobic capacity) over long time-periods,
and thus we might expect that physiological adaptations are tuned to this range of intensities.
Because humans never had to adapt to long periods of inactivity, including very low amounts of
moderate intensity activity, our physiological response to long-term inactivity can lead to
chronic disease [26], and this may be especially relevant in the context of cognitive and brain
aging.
For example, in the face of chronically low levels of physical activity, the human cardiovascular
system reduces peripheral vasculature and vascular elasticity, leading to heightened cardiovascular disease risk [26]. Because the primary function of the cardiovascular system (i.e.,
moving oxygen-containing blood to working muscles and organs) is taxed during exercise,
chronic inactivity reduces this stimulus and elicits a detrimental response [26,34]. Capacity
reductions are most clearly seen in analyses of individuals who undergo exercise training,
followed by a period of detraining (inactivity) [44]. Periods of detraining lead to increased
endothelial dysfunction [45], reductions in cardiac stroke volume, reductions in heart mass [46],
and reductions in peripheral capillary density [47]. Other examples of harmful inactivity-induced
capacity reductions include loss of muscle mass and strength (sarcopenia) [48], and loss of
bone mineral density (osteoporosis) [26,34].
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There is strong evidence that adaptive physiological capacity is a product of our evolutionary
history as aerobic athletes. For example, a key requirement for the evolution of adaptive
capacity is that the physiological response to exercise must be heritable. In humans, studies
have found that the physiological response to exercise is indeed heritable, and that there is
heterogeneity in individual response to exercise programs, including a small percentage of nonresponders [49]. This heterogeneity in exercise-response is expected in traits that vary within
populations and can therefore be acted upon by natural selection. Further support for the
evolution of adaptive physiological capacity comes from artiﬁcial selection experiments in
rodent models that act, in some ways, as analogs for the evolution of human endurance
capabilities. In one experiment, mice were selectively bred for high amounts of voluntary wheelrunning [50], and, in another, rats were selectively bred for high and low aerobic capacity [51]. In
both mice and rats, organ plasticity in response to exercise is enhanced in selected lines relative
to control lines that were bred randomly (liver and kidney mass in mice [50], and heart and lung
mass in rats [51]). These experiments provide a novel window into the underlying evolutionary
mechanisms behind adaptive physiological capacity, and, when viewed through the lens of
human evolution, suggest that our physiology was strongly shaped by selection for aerobic
activity.
Based on an energy-minimizing strategy inherent in the ACM, we would expect the human
brain to be particularly susceptible to capacity reductions. The human brain has the highest
mass-speciﬁc metabolic rate of any organ [52], and the total energy costs of the brain account
for 20% of human basal metabolism [53,54]. However, it is surprising that a lack of exercise
might lead to capacity reductions in this organ system because physical activity is not generally
considered to be a cognitively challenging behavior [55]. We draw on data from animal model
and human intervention studies to show that the stimulus for exercise-induced brain capacity
maintenance or enhancement is likely related to the cognitive demands of aerobically active
foraging. That is, links between exercise and the brain likely evolved to improve foraging
success in our ancestors, and a lack of either exercise in general or cognitive demands during
exercise may lead to capacity reductions or suboptimal capacity maintenance in the brain
similar to those seen in other organ systems.
Mechanisms Underlying the ACM
The ACM differs from prior models of lifestyle–brain interactions by starting with the premise
that our behavioral set-point is lifelong physical activity (Figure 1). Instead of building up capacity
from a sedentary life, we suggest that the adult human body consistently responds to exerciseinduced stimulation by maintaining brain capacity, and that a lack of stimulation is treated as an
opportunity for energy savings through capacity reduction. Such reductions in capacity in the
context of neurologically healthy aging are expressed as age-related brain atrophy. This
concept also suggests that genetic risk factors for neurodegenerative diseases, such as
Alzheimer’s disease, that were maintained throughout our evolutionary history {e.g., the
apolipoprotein E (APOE) e4 allele [56]} may only lead to enhanced risk of cognitive impairment
or vulnerability to dementia when met with a lack of exercise-induced stimulation (Figure 1).
A key element of the ACM is the identiﬁcation of stimuli for maintaining brain capacity. We
suggest that the combination of exercise and cognitive engagement acts as an acute stimulus
for preservation or enhancement of neural capacity (Figure 2A and Box 2), and that the effects
of long-term physically active cognitive challenges protect the brain from energy-saving atrophy
across the lifespan. At its core, movement and physical activity require activation of motor and
sensory domains (Figure 2A). However, movement through complex environments also
engages several components of the executive function domain including planning, inhibition,
monitoring, and attentional shifting/multi-tasking [57]. As locomotor speed increases (e.g.,
during high-speed walking or running), processing demands on the brain consequently
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Figure 1. The Adaptive Capacity Model (ACM). Broken lines indicate adult lifespan before detectable cognitive decline due to aging or neurodegenerative disease.
Unbroken lines indicate periods of potentially observable cognitive decline. Peach lines represent individuals with low risk for late-life neurodegenerative disease (e.g.,
Alzheimer’s disease or cerebrovascular disease), while blue lines represent those with high risk for neurodegenerative disease. Red lines with arrows indicate adaptation
to cognitively challenging aerobic exercise (E&C) or inactivity. It is expected that individual differences in early life development, such as with early access to healthcare, in
utero exposures, nutrition, genetics (e.g., apolipoprotein E e4 alleles), and other early lifestyle and health factors can alter the start-point for the adult trajectory of risk for
developing age-related cognitive decline or late-life neurodegenerative disease. The ACM predicts that individuals who engage in cognitively challenging aerobic
exercise (E&C) will maintain brain structure across much of their lifespan because this represents the natural state of the brain, consistent with our evolutionary history.
When faced with periods of inactivity during adult aging, the brain responds adaptively by diminishing capacity so as to reduce energy costs, leading to decreased
structure and associated function, as reﬂected by age-related regional brain atrophy. Individuals with reduced brain structure due to chronic inactivity experience greater
vulnerability to either age-related cognitive decline (low risk) or developing neurodegenerative disease (high risk). Importantly, the ACM suggests that engaging in late-life
E&C after extended periods of inactivity can adaptively increase capacity, altering the trajectory of brain changes to reduce the impacts of cognitive aging and the risk for
dementia during the adult lifespan. It is expected that cognitive decline becomes evident when the combination of reduced capacity and level of risk for
neurodegenerative disease is sufﬁcient to overcome an individual’s constellation of lifelong developed capabilities, leading to observable effects of cognitive aging
or neurodegenerative disease. Thus, for a young adult, diminished regional brain morphology due to inactivity can be offset by driving existing task-related networks to
capacity, engaging alternative brain networks, or using a combination of both to maintain levels of cognitive performance. For an older adult with adaptively reduced
brain capacity owing to chronic inactivity, as reﬂected by regional brain atrophy, and especially for those at higher risk of developing late-life neurodegenerative disease
pathology, the use of such existing task-related and/or alternative brain networks is no longer sufﬁcient to hold off the expression of cognitive decline related to aging or
neurodegenerative disease. In turn, the ACM predicts that the course of cognitive decline and the associated lifelong trajectory can be altered by engagement in E&C
during the adult lifespan.

increase as well [58]. Finally, during the search for food (e.g., foraging), demands are placed on
several aspects of memory and spatial navigation [59,60]. Thus, exercise itself can be cognitively challenging [61], and the added demands of movement and search in complex environments increase cognitive requirements during exercise.
The ACM builds on the work of Kempermann et al. [62] who ﬁrst suggested that exercise in
animal models stresses cognitive domains linked to foraging, triggering a neurogenic response
in the hippocampus. The link between cognitive demands of foraging and exercise may have
been a strong selection pressure for exercise-induced neurogenesis, as well as for modifying
cortical brain connectivity through changes in synaptogenesis and myelination. Kempermann
et al. [62] suggest that the brain uses movement as a trigger for neurogenesis through the
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Figure 2. Mechanisms Underlying the Adaptive Capacity Model (ACM). (A) Cognitively challenging physical activity, traditionally experienced during foraging,
represents the evolutionary origins of the ACM. During foraging bouts, individuals must combine aerobic activity with control of motor systems, spatial navigation and
memory, executive functions including decision-making and planning, and control of sensory and attentional systems. This combination makes foraging a cognitivelycomplex behavior, requiring an adaptive neural response to processing demands that can be further ampliﬁed when moving through novel environments and at
increasing speeds. (B) Acute effects of aerobic exercise. At the acute level, cognitively challenging aerobic activity (e.g., during foraging) begins with a neurogenic trigger
(physical movement). Movement initiates the upregulation of neurotrophins and increased brain perfusion. In turn, the effects may induce hippocampal neurogenesis as
well as synaptogenesis and myelin remodeling with associated white matter (WM) and cortical brain effects. These non-speciﬁc effects are referred to as on-demand
potential that may be realized when combined with cognitive challenges during or immediately following the aerobic activity. If these challenges occur, the acute effects
of cognitively challenging exercise lead to neuronal survival in the hippocampus as well as strengthened connections and myelination in key white matter tracts and
associated cortical brain regions. (C) Lifetime effects of cognitively challenging exercise. Combining aerobic exercise and cognitive challenges across the lifespan leads
to the maintenance of brain structure and associated function during aging. Inactivity over the lifespan leads to an adaptive brain response that reduces structure (i.e.,
brain atrophy), potentially leading to the expression of cognitive decline or neurodegenerative disease. However, increasing cognitively challenging physical activity (Ex
+ Cog) after a lifetime of inactivity can alter the trajectory of cognitive aging and potentially reduce the risk of developing neurodegenerative disease.

production of BDNF, signaling the possible cognitive needs that might beneﬁt from the
generation of new neurons. Survival of these neurons may be enhanced by cognitive challenges
or novelty experienced during or after physical activity [62,63]. This is not to suggest that
neurogenesis only leads to long-term beneﬁts when combined with cognitive challenge, but
that there is an increased effect on neuronal survival when physical and cognitive challenges are
combined. In addition, previous experiences may predict neurogenic needs, and thus the size
of the activity-generated pool is related to the prior levels of novelty and need experienced by an
individual during exercise earlier in life [62]. In addition, Kempermann [64] suggests that novelty
and exploration may be key elements of these combined physical and cognitive challenges.
Recent work provides a clue as to how movement triggers production of neurotrophins crucial
for neuroplasticity [65]. In rodent models, exercising muscles produce myokines, including
FNDC5 and cathepsin B, which regulate metabolic processes and may improve muscle
function, while also inducing increased levels of BDNF [65–67].
At an acute level, a single bout of exercise would therefore trigger biochemical mechanisms that
begin at the level of the muscle and can be utilized by the brain if faced with cognitive demands
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Box 2. Is Exercise-Induced Neuroplasticity Enhanced by Human Evolution?
While we believe that the ACM has applications for both humans and non-human animals, there is reason to suspect
that humans are uniquely sensitive to combined exercise and cognitive training. In fact, human evolutionary history
suggests that the links between cognitive stimuli and exercise may be especially beneﬁcial to humans compared to our
closest living relatives. If true, these links may be a key element of our evolutionary success and suggest that the use of
animal models may require careful consideration of species-speciﬁc evolutionary histories, as well as of the inherent
differences in brain organization and corresponding cognitive processes.
As described in the main text, human evolution was marked by a transition from relatively low levels of aerobic physical
activity to higher levels of activity beginning at 2 million years ago [25,111,112]. This shift was spurred by a changing
climate that forced our ancestors from more-forested environments with high food density to more-open habitats with
an associated need to hunt and forage for heterogeneously distributed foods over long distances, potentially requiring
greater spatial navigation, memory, and attention skills [59,60,111]. Our early bipedal ancestors fed on mainly fruits and
vegetation in more-forested areas, a lifestyle in some ways more similar to that of living chimpanzees, where foraging
may not have required the same set of cognitive challenges (cf [113]). Daily mobility in these species was likely to be low,
with shorter daily travel needed for foraging bouts [114]. The shift to hunting and gathering not only altered the types of
foods our ancestors accessed but also increased aerobic physical activity and daily travel distances [25,39].
These differences in foraging strategy may have led to differences in neural susceptibility to plasticity. In cross-sectional
analyses, humans have a greater degree of variation in brain morphological asymmetry than do chimpanzees [115],
suggesting potentially higher levels of plasticity across the lifespan. In a follow-up study of brain structure from imaging
scans of related individuals (twin humans and closely related chimpanzees), Gomez-Robles [116] showed that, although
total brain size was highly heritable in both species, the size of speciﬁc brain structures was less heritable in humans than
in chimpanzees. These results suggest that the human brain may be more uniquely adapted to widespread neuroplasticity than the chimpanzee brain [116]. It is possible that the human brain remains ﬂexible throughout life as an
adaptation to the varied environments and cognitive demands of human experience. A more homogeneous environment in which to forage (e.g., tropical forests of chimpanzees) may have led selection to canalize brain structure.

('on-demand potential'; Figure 2B). When multiple cognitive domains are engaged during and
shortly after movement, this on-demand potential would generate beneﬁcial effects on the brain
that lead to improved foraging success. It is important to note that exercise itself can be
cognitively demanding. It is thus likely that, for example, neuronal survival can and does occur
without speciﬁc additional higher-order cognitive challenges given the inherent cognitive
demands of exercise [61]; however, this hypothesis suggests that adding higher-level cognitive
demands can enhance the exercise-induced beneﬁts.
Over a lifetime, stresses on this system would act as a physiological stimulus that reduces the
potential for energy-saving atrophy (Figure 2C). By contrast, a lack of overall exercise will
reduce the triggered biochemical mechanisms available to convert cognitive effort into brain
beneﬁts, and signal energy-saving reductions of brain volume in areas not cognitively engaged.
Exercise without cognitive demands may lead to suboptimal brain beneﬁts, because ondemand potential is not fully realized. Thus, the well-established morphological effects of brain
aging [68–71] may, in part, reﬂect the relatively inactive lifestyles of adults living in modern
industrialized societies.
Region-Speciﬁc Effects and the Origins of Healthy Brain Aging
In addition to these more general predictions regarding overall brain structure, the ACM allows
us to develop predictions for brain regions that may preferentially show exercise-induced
neuroplastic effects when speciﬁc cognitive demands are linked to physical activity (Figure 2A).
A growing body of evidence suggests that neuroplasticity in the adult brain depends, at least to
a great extent, on a combination of neurogenesis, synaptogenesis, and the capacity for myelin
remodeling to alter the brain response to changes in environmental experience and developing
disease [72,73]. Because neurogenesis may be more energetically expensive to maintain and
activate [74], there may be evolutionary reasons for the differential reliance on neuroplastic
regional brain responses through adaptive changes in synaptic plasticity and myelin remodeling
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and/or myelination. We predict that capacity maintenance through neurogenesis only takes
place when it is necessary to meet speciﬁc cognitive demands. For example, in the hippocampus, exercise-induced neurogenesis is a key aspect of spatial pattern separation [75,76]
that is likely to be important for successful foraging [77]. However, maintenance and strengthening of white matter tracts may provide an energetically efﬁcient and consistent beneﬁt to
motor control or executive functions [78,79], rather than depending on neurogenesis in broader
regions of the brain that are less functionally localized or regionally accessible to the formation of
new neurons during adulthood [80]. Maintenance or enhancement of brain structure and
function in cortical brain regions may be related to synaptogenesis and white matter tract
integrity as part of an energy-saving mechanism. In turn, loss of synapses and white matter
integrity in response to decreased activity would lead to a measurable reduction in grey matter,
expressed together as regional brain atrophy. In this case, reductions in those cognitive
activities preferentially engaged during physically active foraging behavior (i.e., executive
functions, memory, spatial navigation, and processing speed) may lead selective brain regions
and their associated neural systems to be more vulnerable to brain atrophy during healthy aging
as part of a neuroplastic response to reduced activity. As such, the observed selective regional
vulnerability to atrophy of the frontal, temporal, and other brain regions often seen during
healthy cognitive aging may, in part, reﬂect the mismatch between our human evolutionary
history and the more sedentary lifestyles of today.
Not only does the ACM provide clear predictions and a foundation for novel interventions, this
model may also help to explain the origins of healthy brain aging, why there is variation across
human studies of exercise-induced neuroplasticity, and how we can design interventions to
produce more consistently beneﬁcial outcomes. Although atrophy can occur in response to
brain injury or the pathology of developing neurodegenerative disease, in the context of
neurologically healthy aging, the ACM suggests that age-related brain atrophy is part of a
physiologically adaptive, energy-saving response to reduced lifestyle demands for cognitively
engaged physical activity. Variance in outcomes may be linked to the use of a wide-range of
exercise modes in prior interventions, including stationary equipment and home-based walking
programs [81,82]. It is possible that human exercise in relatively cognitively impoverished
environments (e.g., gym-based stationary exercise or laboratory-based exercise interventions)
does not provide the optimal cognitive stimulus to maximize the effects of exercise on the brain.
In addition, aerobic exercise through largely known environments (e.g., participants’ own
neighborhoods) with expected environmental stimuli may not maximize the potential beneﬁts
of exercise for the brain. Finally, cross-sectional studies often pool subjects based on a wide
variety of exercise experiences and levels of activity with no way of teasing apart the cognitive
challenges of speciﬁc exercise regimes. Without controlling for individual differences in activitylinked cognitive demands, the ACM predicts a high degree of variation across the brain in
responding to physical activity as well as corresponding differences in effect sizes.

Support for the ACM
Combined Exercise and Cognitive Training in Animal Models
Work in animal models provides support for the basic mechanisms underlying the ACM and has
generally focused on exercise-induced hippocampal neurogenesis in response to combinations of exercise and environmental enrichment. These studies support the predictions of the
ACM by showing that new neurons generated through exercise are more likely to survive when
exercise bouts are followed by some type of cognitive challenge. For example, Fabel et al. [83]
sequentially combined physical activity and cage enrichment in mice. Their study showed that
cage enrichment alone, and wheel-running alone, both led to enhanced hippocampal neurogenesis. However, when researchers followed a period of wheel-running with a period of cage
enrichment, an additive effect occurred and led to signiﬁcantly increased neurogenesis. In
another study, Motta-Teixeira et al. [84] exposed groups of rats that had been exercised for one
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week to a cognitive task that stressed spatial working memory (a Morris water maze where
platform location changed regularly). Compared to exercised subjects who performed a task
with a visible platform, a greater number of new neurons survived in the hippocampus in the
group that had the cognitive challenge following exercise. In addition, the number of new
neurons that survived was inversely correlated with the time-delay in presenting the cognitive
task, supporting the idea that close temporal proximity of physical and cognitive activity may be
especially beneﬁcial [84]. It is important to note that studies have also shown that wheel-running
alone can increase neurogenesis without the addition of cognitive enrichment [12,85,86].
These studies suggest that there is clearly a beneﬁt to isolated exercise, that exercise may
include cognitive demands, and that the additive effects of cognitive challenge may be
dependent on the speciﬁc tasks or enrichment associated with the exercise bout.
Exercise itself seems to be a key trigger for BDNF upregulation (molecular mechanism for
neurogenesis) in these combined activity and cognitive-challenge experiments. For example,
mice housed with running wheels show signiﬁcantly higher levels of BDNF in the hippocampus
relative to mice living in similarly enriched environments without access to running wheels [85].
Bechara and Kelly [87] showed that, although enrichment may have an effect on object
recognition memory, only enrichment combined with exercise leads to upregulation of BDNF
and associated cell proliferation in the hippocampus.
Finally, exercise intensity seems to play a role in the mechanisms underlying the neural beneﬁts
of aerobic activity. For example, Inoue et al. [88] showed that spatial memory and hippocampal
neurogenesis are both enhanced by moderate intensity exercise, but that higher exercise
intensities do not provide a similar beneﬁt. These results support the notion that adaptive
capacity changes are tuned to the moderate aerobic intensities used during foraging (e.g., [61]).
Thus, animal models provide strong evidence that combinations of aerobic exercise and
cognitive challenge stimulate speciﬁc beneﬁcial effects in the brain.
Combined Exercise and Cognitive Training in Humans
A recent rise in interest in combining exercise and cognitive training interventions provides an
opportunity to explore potential support for the ACM in humans. In general, researchers have
used one of two experimental intervention designs [89]. In ‘separate’ designs, exercise
sessions are performed independently from cognitive training sessions, with delays of hours
or even days. In ‘simultaneous’ designs, exercise and cognitive training sessions occur at the
same time. A meta-analysis that included 20 studies suggests that generally combining
physical activity and cognitive training leads to greater cognitive improvements compared
to control or physical activity only groups, but not compared with groups engaged only in
cognitive training [89]. However, the comparison with cognitive training alone was based solely
on ‘separate’ study designs, leaving the potential beneﬁt of simultaneous training relative to
cognitive training alone unaddressed [89].
When examined carefully, there is more support for a major cognitive effect when exercise and
cognitive training are performed close in time, in line with the proposed ACM. For example, the
studies that show no signiﬁcant cognitive improvements in combined training groups generally
have individuals engaging in cognitive and aerobic training on separate days [90–93]. When
training sessions are performed sequentially on the same day, the effects of combined training
on cognition are stronger, and generally improve when the delay between sessions is minimized
[94]. For example, a single bout of exercise performed either immediately before or after
learning a motor skill led to improvements in skill acquisition in healthy adults, while exercise
performed 1 or 2 h following task learning led to no improvements in skill acquisition [95,96].
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While close timing seems to be key for improvements, a recent study suggests that some
aspects of memory may actually beneﬁt from a time delay [97]. For example, long-term memory
assessed using a declarative memory task was improved following a 4 h delay between
learning and exercise, compared to no delay [97]. While this result seems to contradict the
predictions of the ACM regarding proximity of exercise and cognitive challenge, it is important
to note that cognitively demanding foraging typically takes place over several hours. It is
possible that memory consolidation in a declarative task beneﬁts from a time-delay, while
procedural memory tasks and executive functions beneﬁt from training performed in closer
proximity to the physical activity. In these cases, neural-based memory consolidation may be
linked to cognitive demands experienced earlier in a foraging bout.
Fewer studies have examined simultaneous exercise and cognitive training, but the results of
such studies are highly promising, especially when the cognitive task is thematically linked to
the exercise session. Anderson-Hanley et al. [98] showed, in a randomized controlled trial, that
3 months of exercise on a stationary bicycle where subjects controlled a bike in a virtual tour (e.
g., cognitively engaged in the movement on a screen) signiﬁcantly improved executive functions
compared to individuals who exercised on the bike without the cognitive stimulation. BDNF
levels increased following the 3 month trial in both groups, but the increase was signiﬁcantly
higher in the virtual bike tour group, suggesting BDNF enhancement during the cognitive
challenge [98]. In an extension of this work, Barcelos et al. [99] recently showed that a similar
trial that included a group playing a video game while bicycling showed an even greater
improvement in executive functions relative to exercise with the virtual tour alone. These study
designs, where the physical and cognitive challenge are associated with a common goaldirected activity, are consistent with our evolutionary neuroscience hypothesis and provide
strong support for the ACM.
Other simultaneous designs have also shown encouraging results. For example, a cognitive
and physical training program using a virtual dance game and treadmill walking combined with
a memory task led to signiﬁcant cognitive improvements in executive function and episodic
memory that were maintained in a one year follow-up [100]. In another study, recall of foreign
language vocabulary was greater when subjects learned vocabulary while exercising on a
stationary cycle compared with subjects who learned vocabulary while sedentary [101].
In addition to studies that directly examined the effects of simultaneous aerobic exercise and
cognitive training, there is evidence that low-intensity movement itself is a key element of
successful spatial navigation in humans [102]. In a series of studies, Lövdén and colleagues
examined changes in cognitive performance, markers of neuroplasticity, and changes in brain
structure in individuals who completed a 4 month training regime of virtual spatial navigation
tasks performed while walking at a low intensity on a treadmill compared to 4 months of walktraining without navigation. After the intervention, the combined training group performed better
on navigation tasks than the group that only walked [102,103]. Structural neuroimaging
analyses of the hippocampus indicated that combined training over 4 months reduced
age-related declines in hippocampal volume compared to 4 months of treadmill walking alone
[102]. Lövdén and colleagues [103] also showed that, in individuals with a polymorphism that
enhances activity-dependent BDNF production, 4 months of combined training increased
imaging markers of neural integrity (hippocampal N-acetylaspartate) compared to 4 months of
treadmill walking without the navigation task, suggesting at least one genetic mechanism and
associated molecular pathway for differences in response to the combination of exercise and
cognitive training.
Overall, these studies strongly support the hypothesis that combining physical activity and
cognitively demanding tasks can have a greater effect on the human brain than aerobic
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exercise alone. Evidence suggests that the timing of exercise in relation to the cognitive
challenge is important, and that long delays (e.g., performing tasks on separate days) do
not have as strong a positive impact on cognition. For some cognitive domains, simultaneous
exercise and cognitive training may lead to the greatest beneﬁt, providing a ﬁrm foundation for
the ACM.

Concluding Remarks
Although many questions remain unanswered (see Outstanding Questions), there is strong
evidence that physical activity is beneﬁcial for brain health, and growing evidence that combining exercise with cognitive tasks may provide neural protection over the adult lifespan. The
ACM differs from other models of human brain health and aging by providing a blueprint, based
on an evolutionary neuroscience approach, for generating testable predictions linking exercise
to cognitive health late in life, and by suggesting that novel interventions designed to stimulate
key cognitive domains during exercise may be especially beneﬁcial to brain health across the
lifespan. Importantly, by extending the energy-minimizing principle to the evolution of the
human brain, the ACM suggests that brain atrophy observed in neurologically healthy aging
is part of a neuroplastic adaptive response to the lower energy demands of suboptimal levels of
physical/cognitive activity over the lifespan, providing a basis for the effects of brain and
cognitive aging that is distinct from neurodegenerative disease and brain injury.
By starting with an evolutionary neuroscience foundation, the ACM provides a clear direction for
improving on areas of previous work. We can generate interventions that challenge the range of
cognitive domains that are likely to be key to foraging success, leveraging our evolutionary
history, and therefore focusing on the cognitive processes that may be most responsive in the
context of mobility. For example, combining exercise with spatial navigation and memory tasks
provides a clear link to the likely cognitive demands of foraging. Similarly, dual tasking (e.g.,
performing cognitive tasks while walking) is a fundamental element of foraging, and executive
planning and motor control functions are challenged while moving on the landscape. These
types of task can be generated through software applications for use during exercise.
The ACM also predicts that human physiology is well adapted to moderate aerobic intensities,
suggesting that cognitively demanding exercise at very high or very low intensities may not
provide the greatest beneﬁts. While researchers have not explored the effects of changing
exercise intensities in these combined challenges on cognitive performance, there is some
evidence that, as in rodent models, moderate intensity exercise provides the greatest cognitive
beneﬁts in humans [104], in line with predictions of the ACM. Future work in humans should
alter exercise intensities in combined challenges. While these moderate intensities may be
linked to our evolutionary history, there is little evidence to date the mode of physical activity (e.
g., cycling vs walking or running) has a large impact on the cognitive beneﬁts of activity. This is
likely because the triggers for exercise-induced plasticity are engagement of the aerobic
system, rather than a speciﬁc pattern of movements per se, provided that the level of inherent
cognitive challenge during the exercise activity is comparable. Finally, presenting both novel
environments and novel tasks may be key drivers of exercise-induced neuroplasticity. Such
environments can be experienced in real-life situations, or through virtual reality or 2D software
applications; however, more detailed studies of the effects of novel experiences will be
necessary to support this hypothesis.
While the mechanisms underlying the beneﬁcial effects of simultaneous exercise and cognitively demanding tasks have yet to be fully delineated, we believe there is ample evidence to
support the further investigation of these methods in studies across the lifespan. The ACM
illustrates that taking a cross-disciplinary, evolutionary neuroscience approach and using
cross-cutting, clinical-translational methods to study the brain–body link may help us to gain
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Outstanding Questions
A key aspect of the ACM is that exercise
combined
with
cognitive
demands can lead to long-term maintenance of brain structure and function
if experienced consistently over time.
However, there is a great need for
more research into the links between
cognitively demanding exercise and
brain health, as proposed by the
ACM, and especially at key timepoints
across the lifespan that would help to
tease apart the best ways to use physical activity to improve brain aging outcomes. For example, while studies
have demonstrated beneﬁcial impacts
of self-reported early-adult exercise on
brain aging [7,88–94], no studies to
date have assessed the impact of lifelong simultaneous exercise and cognitive challenge on the brain. We
suggest below several unresolved
questions that could form the basis
of novel intervention studies.
How do the effects of cognitively
demanding exercise differ across the
human lifespan?
Are there ways to engage the beneﬁcial trigger mechanism of cognitively
demanding exercise without stressing
the aerobic system?
What intensity levels and durations
work best for initiating the cognitive
improvements
associated
with
exercise?
Is there a genetic predisposition for a
beneﬁcial response to cognitively
demanding aerobic activity?
Are there particular types of exercise
(e.g., running, walking, cycling, others)
that maximize the beneﬁcial response
to cognitively demanding aerobic
activity?
Can cognitively demanding exercise
prevent, delay, or diminish the effects
of developing neurodegenerative disease or brain injury during aging?

a better understanding of how and why differences in lifestyle inﬂuence the course of healthy
and pathological aging, potentially leading to better treatment options and prevention therapies. Furthermore, extending this approach to the realms of affective and social neuroscience
may lead to a comprehensive framework for understanding how engaging in multiple lifestyle
behaviors inﬂuence brain structure and function over the lifespan. Future studies that integrate
knowledge of our unique evolutionary history with clinical and cognitive neuroscience research
may help us to better understand, treat, and prevent the effects of human brain aging and
disease in the present day.
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